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The purpose of our meeting this mornir.;: is to
discuss the estimates of the Department of External Affairs
and of CIDA, which you have before you . What I have to say
by way of introduction will be brief .

Two years ago, the Government pointed out in its
review of foreign policy that developir. )~ and managing foreign
policy was going to become more complex in the seventies .
Events continue to bear this out, The volume and rang e
of contacts between Canada and the world go on increasing .
This is certainly true of the Federal Government . But it
is equally true of other levels of government, of the private
as well as the public sector, and of individuals as well as
organizations . All these levels of Canadian interest mus t
be served. Organizing to serre them is a challenge in itself,
quite apart from the policy problems involved . Steady pro Cress
has been made in improving the machinery which is at the -
Goverzn~ entfs disposal for this purpose . You may hear somethir. ;~
of the ' ietails from the Under-Secretary, since he is also
Chairman of the Interdepartmental Committee on External
Relations .

In the past year we have opened a mission in Algeria,
and taken the first steps towards openinE missions in ZaL:bia
and Bangladesh . The Organization of American States has
accepted our application for Observer Status and our mission
to that Organization in Washington opened last week . The
press has raised the question of why our Embassy to th e
United States in Washington should not undertake this
responsibility . The answer, for once, is a simple one .
Double accreditation to the United States Government and
to the OAS is not acceptable to the OAS . In any event,
as members who have been in touch with our Embassy will
know, the Ambassador and his staff are already working at
maximum capacity .

Canada issorntobeaomea full member of the Inter-Americat
Development Bank, and, in line with our declared intention
to play our full part in the Inter-American System, has
joined a number of the agencies making up that System .
Bilateral contact with the countries of Latin America has
n o t been ignored . At the official level senior officers
of my Department have carried out a programme of visit s
and at the ministerial level the first meetinE of the Joint
Canada-Mexico Committee was held in Ottawa .

The anticipated enlargement of the Europear .
Common Market is well on the way to completion, a development
of first importance to Canada . The frequency and intensity
of our contacts with the European Economic Commission and
with member governments is increasing, and we are workin-L .
towards a more systematic mode of consultation . I arn glad
to be able to say that the concentrated effort to change
European attitudes to Canada undertaker'. two years a f- o ha s
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been very effective . With an assist from President Nixon
last August 15th we have been able to convince our friends
in Western Europe that Canada does not live wholly in the
shade of the American umbrella but has its own part to play
in the-world in economic and political terms equally .

The Protocol on Consultations and the Scientific
and Technological Exchanges Agreement with the Soviet Union
are already bearin~ fruit . Consultation with the Soviet
Union at official and ministerial levels is now more frequent
than previously, covers a wider range of subject matte r
and is carried on in a much improved atmosphere . Six com-
missions specializing in various areas have been set up under
the Scientific and Technological Exchanges Agreement .

Members will be aware that, although Canada did
not lobby to bring the Peking Government into the China seat
at the United Nations, the Canadian position on this question
was of considerable, if not indeed crucial, importance i n
bringing about a result that has attracted close to ur.iversal
commendation . Our relations with China are developing t o
the advantage of both countries and the cor:iir:g year will
see exchanges of expert, official and ministerial visits .
An exclusively Canadian trade fair -- the so-called "Solo"
fair will be held in Peking in August, and China will
participate at the Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto
and "Man and His World" in I•iontreal .

The past year has seen the anguished birth of the
new nation of Bangladesh . Canada is joinir.E i-rith others
in contributing to the relief and rehabilitation of the
area, while maintaining our existing close contacts with
Pakistan .

The year's list of successful negotiations on the
law of the sea and related questions is impressive . ;;e
are on the verge of concluding an important series of a`ree-
ments designed to end certain traditional foreip-n fishir.-
rirhts in our territorial sea and fishinzones . Agreements
with Norway on sealing and fishing are already in force ;
fisheries agreements with Britain, Denmark, France and
Portu,ral virtually completed ; and an agreement with Spain
in prospect . The Canadian and Danish Governments have
before them the text of an agreement deliriitin,- the con-
tinental shelf between the Canadian Arctic islar .ds and
Greenland . heogtiatior.s for delimiting the shelf adjacent
to French and United States territor;l should begin soon .

In the United Idatior:s, Canada is heavily involved
in preparations for the 1973 Law of the Sea Conference . Our
objective is international recognition o^ the riCht of
coastal states to mana;;e the fisheries adjacent to their
coasts and to reserve a preferential share of the harvest .
We are similarly involved in preparations for the 1973
Conference on Marine Pollution . Our objective there wil l
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be to ensure, if possible, that the Conference results i n
a ban on pollution from ships . The Stockholm Conference on
the Humar. Environment in June will offer another opportunity
to strengthen international law so as to protect the marine
environment especially . Canadian negotiators have already
had some success in ensuring that the action plan which will
emerge from Stockholm will be practical and not merely
inspirational .

There are other areas where the demand for the
development of new international law is strong . Hijacking
is one . Canada has been negotiating a bilateral agreement
with Cuba which would make unlawful interference with aircraft
an extraditable offence . We recently invited the Cubans
to come to Ottawa as soon as they are ready for what we hope
will be the final round of negotiations . In May, we will
be tabling a draft Convention on Registration of Objects
Launched into Outer Space before the United Nations body
concerned . In the same month, we will be pursuinF at the
Second Red Cross Conference on Humanitarian Law a Canadian
initiative launched at the First Conference last year ; this
is designed to guarantee basic human rights even in conflicts
"not of an international charactertr .

Mlembers of this Committee will hardly need to be
reminded of how preoccupied the Government has been in
recent months with the course of Canadats relations wit h
the United States . This is a subject too big to summarize
for my purposes today, but I will be glad to discuss it
with you .

Our relations with the developing world continue
to present an absorbing complex of problems . I should like
to devote some time to dealing with them, bearing in mind
my responsibilities for development assistance as well as
foreign policy .

In three weeks an opportunity to discuss both trade
and aid with the Third 'World will be available with the openin,
of UNCTAD III in Santiago . The developing countries viea
UNCTAD uniquely as "their" organization in the United Nations
systerr. They tend to measure their willingness to co-operate with
the developed countries or. other international issues by the
standard of the industrialized world's performance in UNCTAD .
Since UN CTAD II, we have made progress towards the goal s
set at that conference. Because of generally unsettled
economic conditions we have not yet implemented our general
preference scheme . Our commitment to do so remains firm,
however. Our representatives will take assurances of that
commitment to Santiago . We are making steady progress
towards the GtT aid target ; we are among the few donor coun-
tries actually increasing their financial commitments to
development ; we have acceded to two price stabilizatio n
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commodity agreements in coffee and sugar ; and Canadian
representatives are now working on a cocoa agreement in
Geneva . In short, I think Canada is going to UNCTAD III
in a fairly good position .

International Deyelo ment Assistanc e

In a world vm ere many things are changing for the
better, it is disappointing that the problems of the developing
countries should remain so intractable . I•:uch progress has
been made through the exertion of these countries and the
efforts of the donor countries to accelerate their development .
I :any developing countries are experiencing a more rapid rate
of economic growth . But the gap between the industrial world
and the developing world generally continues to widen . kid
flows have not kept pace with the needs of developin-; countries .
Some of these countries carry disturbingly heavy debt burdens .
In most, rapid population increases have absorbed increases
in their national wealth with little improvement to show in
the standard of living . It is increasingly clear that the
problems are not amenable to easy solutions . Imaginative and
innovative proposals are essential if we are to come t o
grips with these problems .

Canadian development assistance programmes have
groi•m very rapidly over the past few years . They continue
to grow. In 197 2/73, appropriations for Canadian assistance
programmes will total ~491 million . This is an increase of
more than 15% over the previous year. We have made proSress
towards the aid target expressed as a percent of Gt :P and
broadly accepted by the international community . During the
last fiscal year we reached a level of expenditure of 0 .44; .7
of GPiP for official development assistance against a target
of 0 .70%. Seventy per cent of our development funds go to
programmes negotiated on a government-to-government basis
between Canada and the developing countries .

An important part of the Government's 1970 review
of foreign policy related to Canadian international develop-
ment assistance efforts . The review raised sorie fundamental
questions about aid : 'Uhy should Canada help developin g
countries? Is it in our national interest? What is needed
to make this aid welcome in developin, countries? These
questions i•rill always be with us, but the review nelped to
clarify our approach . Development assistance is in the
Canadian interest . It builds stron,*;er• ties between Canada
and the developin ;; countries in terris of Canadian export s
and resulting employment in Canada, the development of future
markets and better reciprocal understandini- ; . It helps to
fulfil the aspirations of the developing, countries and thereby
contributes to stability in the world . For these cour.tries,
development assistance based on objective criteria can fit
well into their plans for ecor_or.,ic and social development .
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The review concluded that our aid should be an
integral part of our foreign policy and should be directed
to the economic and social development needs of developir.E
countries . In this way, our aid programmes reflect both
Canadian national interests and the interests of the coun-
tries receivint aid . This is well illustrated by some of
the criteria used in the allocation of bilateral aid such
as the economic requirements of the recipient countries ;
Canadat s ability to meet these needs ; the performance and
development prospects of developin~ countries ; their ability
to utilize resources effectively for development purposes
and the extent to which Canada can have an impact on the
economic performance of the recipient country through the
assistance programme .

Another important matter which, as you may recall,
we considered in the course of the aid review was hou- much
aid should go through multilateral channels . By making
contributions to multilateral institutions, we are able to
extend a geographic covera,,-e of our development assistance
funds in a much broader way than it would be possible for
us to do under our bilateral programmes . We are placir.7
considerable priority on our support to these institutions
such as the "Jorld Bank, the regional banks and the United
Nations development programme . Our contributions to these
multilateral institutions currently amount to about 255 .
of available funds and reach a figure of a little over ~;131
million. A particularly important initiative was our decision
to seek membership in the Inter-American Development Bank --
a decision which will involve contributions totalling
approximately $100 million over three years . In order to
achieve full membership, we had to obtain from the menber s
of the Bank a modification of the bank charter which previously
limited membership to the members of the Orgar.ization ol'
American States . The agreements betueer_ Canada and the Bank
are now in the process of ratification by its members . I
am confident that this process will be completed soon . We
have also played a leading part in the development of a
special fund attached to the African Development Bank :,rr.ich
should considerably increase the ability of that institution
to carry out its task .

Turning to our bilateral pro~rar.-.mes, we are enterin ;
a new phase in their development . Over the past few years ,
the funds available for these programmes increased very rapidly .
We had to be careful not to allow these funds to remain idle
and our pipeline of assistance to developing countries to
become unnecessarily large . The creation of effective Canadian
mechanisms for the provision of aid put great strain on our
administrative resources . These pioneerin ;; days are now
,~radually coming to a close and the solid co-operative bas e
we have created with these countries, our experience and
increased resources enable us to achieve a new degree of
sophistication in Canadian development assistance . This is
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very much to be welcomed because the tasks of aid and
development are becominz:7 more and more complex .

What about improving the quality of our aid?
What of the danger of dispersin ; • our efforts? If we want
to have an effective inter-national development assistance
programme, it must make the maximum development impact and
be efficiently run . It is natural that, as Canada becomes
more and more an important source of development assistance,
an increasing number of countries should look to us . We
must ensure that our aid goes where it can do the most good .

Over the coming year, the Government intends to
submit this question to careful examination . We shall look
at such questions as : In which sectors do Canadian experience
and resources meet the needs of the developin-. countries best?
In which countries will our aid be used most effectively?
Should vie think in terms of countries of concentration a s
we did in the past or of continuing and integrated programmes
in some parts of the world? What about assistance to regional
projects?

Without anticipating the results of the carefu l
work which has been initiated, I would expect that our develop-
ment assistance programme will continue to grovr in Africa and
Asia where the requirements of Pakistan, Bangladesh and India
are expected to be very large in the future years . I already
referred to our membership in the Inter-American Development
Bank . This is a reflection of our increasing interest for
that part of the world . I would also expect our bilateral
technical assistance programmes in Latin America to grow
towards a level of $10 million a year. We have channelled
to the Caribbean area by far the largest amount of Canadian
aid on a per capita basis . We are continuing our efforts
to ensure that funds available to the Caribbean are fully
and effectively utilized and particular emphasis will be
placed on programmes desiE ;ned to meet the needs of the smaller
islands .

I have commented on our bilateral and multilateral
progra,•,ries . I should also refer to our programmes in support
of research and non-govern.mental organizations . Here aFain
I would see increases over the coming years in the level
of our support to these activities . These orgar.izations are
playing an important role in helping the developint_ . countries .
They can frequently do so in a more flexible and experimental
way than government agencies . Research is also important .
We intend to continue to support the activities of the
International Development Research Centre as well as other
research institutes located in the developinL countries
themselves .
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All Canadians will welcome the steady increase
in the size of our development assistance program,-ne . But
I hope I have made clear that to achieve a steady increase
in the amounts we devote to aid -- however welcome -- is
only the beginning of the answer . It is all too easy in
international discussions to focus on the volume of aid
simply because volume is easy to talk about . To do so
ignores those problems of quality to which I referred earlier .
We have a good way to go yet before we find the best means
for applying Canadian resources to the problems of the
developing countries .

In future, I judge that all groups in Canada con-
cerned with aid -- including this Committee -- will wan t
to proceed on the basis that increasir.g the volume of our
aid is no longer the real question. There can be argument
about how fast we are moving . But the fact is that ever
larger funds are being committed every year .' It will be
easier to be satisfied with this trend if we are sure we
have devised programmes which guarantee these funds are
being effectively spent . This should be the test of the
success of our aid policy, rather than whether we succeed
in meeting some arbitrary target .
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